Economic dispatch is a highly constrained optimization problem in power system encompassing interaction among decision variables. Environmental concerns that arise due to the operation of fossil fired electric generators, transforms classical problem into multiobjective Emission Constrained Economic Dispatch (ECED) problem. The idea behind this problem formulation is to estimate the optimal generation schedule of generating units in such a manner that fuel cost and emission levels are simultaneously minimized. This multi-objective optimization problem is converted into a single objective function using price penalty factor. This paper presents a Sequential Approach with a Matrix Framework (SAMF) for solving ECED of thermal units. This is a maiden attempt has been developed to obtain the optimal dispatches for all achievable load demands of a system in single execution. The feasibility of the proposed method is demonstrated for two standard test systems. Numerical simulation results indicate that the proposed method has close agreement with the recent reports.
INTRODUCTION
The economic dispatch problem in a power system is to determine the optimal combination of power outputs for all generating units which will minimize the total fuel cost while satisfying load and operational constraints. The single objective economic dispatch can no longer be considered alone due to environmental concerns arise from the emissions produced by electric power plants. Hence the purpose of emission constrained economic dispatch problem is to determine the optimal amount of generated power for the generating units in the system by minimizing the fuel cost and emission level simultaneously subject to various system constraints. In ECED problem, emission function is added as a second objective to conventional economic dispatching problems. This assigns a less power to all such generation units having high emission, and thus emission is reduced. The contributions of the electric energy industry to environment pollution raise questions concerning environmental protection and methods of eliminating or reducing pollution from power plants either by design or by operational strategies from power plants. The two primary power plant emissions from a dispatching are sulfur dioxide (SO 2 ) and nitrogen oxides (NOx). The US Air Act Amendments of 1990 mandates that the electric utility industry reduce its SO 2 emission. Under the ever strict government regulations on environmental protection, the conventional operation at minimum cost can no longer be the only basis for dispatching electric power. Society demands adequate and secure electricity not only at the cheapest possible price, but also at minimum levels of pollution. The passage of clean air act amendments in 1990 has forced utilities to reduce their SO 2 and NOx emissions [1] . In order to satisfy the environmental regulations, emission control has become one of the important operational objectives. Including emissions either in the objective function or treating emissions as additional constraints has been considered in a number of publications. A general formulation based on the Lagrange relaxation method has been presented for solving environmental constrained economic dispatch problem [2] . Lamount and Qbesses were detailed various emission dispatching strategies and solution procedure based on emission shadow prices [3] . Srikrishna and Palanichamy proposed an approach for solving combined economic emission dispatch problem [4] . The authors suggested a method to convert the biobjective function into a single objective function using price penalty factor. Song et al. presented the application of a fuzzy logic controlled genetic algorithm to environmental economic dispatch problems [5] . The authors proposed an improved genetic algorithm with two fuzzy controllers to adaptively adjust the crossover probability and mutation rate during optimization process. Artificial neural network based methods have also been suggested for solving emission constrained economic dispatch problem due to their accuracy [6, 7] . The methods such as fuzzy satisfaction maximizing technique [8] , hybrid genetic and evolutionary programming technique [9] have also been applied to solve this problem. An interactive fuzzy satisfying approach has been suggested for solving emission constrained economic dispatch problems [10] . The multiobjective problem is transformed into a minmax problem and it is solved to obtain the schedule of generation, through the interactive process the decision maker updates the membership values by considering the current values of the membership functions as well as the objectives. An extended linear Hopfield model has been developed for solving this multiobjective problem [11] . Improved versions of evolutionary programming technique have been developed for solving combined economic emission dispatch problem [12] . Particle swarm optimization is one of the stochastic search technique has been applied to solve various kinds of economic dispatch problems [13] . Danaraj et.al reported quadratic programming (QP) method to solve this multi objective optimization problem [14] . The authors linearised the nonlinear constraints by transformation of variables technique and quadratic programming is applied till the convergence is reached. Muralidharan et al. developed a dynamic programming recursive approach for solving emission constrained economic dispatch problem [15] . L.Wang and C.Singh investigated to solve this problem by applying a fuzzified multi objective particle swarm optimization algorithm [16] . Pattern search method has been applied to solve various constrained optimization problems. An approach based on constrained pattern search method has been applied to solve this problem [17] . A generalized equation for finding the optimal generations by simplified recursive approach has been developed to solve the combined economic emission problem [18] . Palanichamy and Sundar Babu suggested a direct method based on mathematical modeling for solving this type of problems [19] . An approach based on modified neo-fuzzy neuron has been developed for online environmental and economic dispatch of generating units in a power system [20] . A fuzzy clustering based particle swarm optimization algorithm has been suggested to solve highly constrained environmental economic dispatch problem [21] . A hybrid approach has been developed for solving combined economic emission dispatch problem [22] . The problem has been solved in two stages. In the first stage, a Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA II) is employed to approximate the set of Pareto solutions and in the subsequent stage; a MultiAttribute Decision-Making (MADM) approach is adopted to determine the best solution in a deterministic environment with a single decision maker. In this article, SAMF has been developed for solving emission constrained economic dispatch problem. It is a direct method that provides the best schedule of generation with less mathematical steps and execution time.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Optimization of ECED problem can be formulated as,
This constrained optimization problem is subjected to a variety of constraints. These include power balance constraints and maximum and minimum generation limits of generating units. These constraints are discussed as follows.
Power balance constraints:
This constraint is based on the principle of equilibrium that the total generation should satisfy the total system demand. Generating capacity constraints:
The real power output of each generator has a lower and upper bound so that the generations of generating unit lies within this limit. This inequality can be given as follows.
The expected fuel cost FC ($/h), which is assumed to be approximated by a quadratic function of the generator real power output Pi can be expressed as ) ( ) ( A multi-objective optimization problem is converted to a single optimization problem by introducing price penalty factor h ($/Kg) as follows.
This objective function has to satisfy the power balance constraint and the generation capacity constraints. The price penalty factor that coordinates the emission costs with the normal fuel costs. After the introduction of the price penalty factor, the total operating cost of the system is the cost of fuel plus the implied cost of emission. The various methods [4, 15, 18] have been suggested to calculate price penalty factor and among that the maximum price penalty factor has been chosen for combining cost of fuel plus the implied cost of emission as it offers a very good solution for emission restricted less cost condition [18] . The maximum price penalty factor h of each generator is the ratio between the fuel cost and emission at its maximum power output.
3. SOLUTION METHODOLOGY 3.1 Description of the SAMF Sequential approach with matrix framework is proposed for solving emission constrained economic dispatch problems. This is the first method developed to obtain the optimal dispatches for all possible load demands in a system. The demonstration of the solution methodology is presented in this section. The electric power production in a power plant is allowed to vary from minimum technical limit (P min ) to maximum technical limit (P max ). (10) In the same logic, an increment is made for remaining units one at a time and a square matrix with a dimension equal to the number of units has been developed. For every step increment in the operating range of the plant the unit one at a time is allowed to experience the change in generation thus leads to the formation of the square matrix. Each element in the square matrix represents the generation of a unit corresponding to the column that should satisfy the unit capacity constraints. In the square matrix the unit generations of each row that satisfy the constraints are identified and total fuel cost of generation is evaluated. The desired economic schedule of generation is identified by analyzing fitness of each row. The fitness function of each row is calculated as,
Where, pd is the total of input values. The schedule with the minimum fitness is chosen as the successive state input values. This process is repeated till all the generating units reach their maximum generation capacity. The feasible solutions for every increment from P min to P max are obtained and hence the best solution for any load demand falls in the operating boundary can be easily sited. The detailed computational flow of the proposed method is presented in Fig. 1 . The proposed methodology in the form of matrix framework to support the demonstration is as follows. 
AND DISCUSSIONS
The objective of this multi objective optimization problem is to determine the optimal generations of thermal units in the system by minimizing the fuel cost and emission level simultaneously subject to various system constraints. By introducing price penalty factor multiobjective optimization problem can be converted into a single objective optimization problem and in this article maximum price penalty factor (h imax ) is considered. The effectiveness of the proposed approach has been analyzed with two different scale of power system.
Fig 1 Computational flow of SAMF
The SAMF provides the optimal schedule of generations for all possible load demands which is varied from minimum technical limit by a small increment to maximum technical limit of the system. The selection of increment is also an important factor. 
Case I: Six unit system
The details of cost coefficients, emission coefficients and minimum and maximum generations of six unit sample system are presented in the literature [18] . The minimum generations of thermal units are considered as initial state variables and the load is varied from 345 MW to 1350 MW. The optimum generations for each load have been determined from the initial state variables by sequential approach.
The optimum generations, total emissions and total fuel cost for various load demands (from 500 MW to 1100 MW) are presented in Table 1 . The results are compared with λ-iteration method [15] , Recursive method [15] , Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [18] , Differential Evolution (DE) [18] and Simplified Recursive (SR) method [18] and the comparisons are detailed in Tables 2 and 3 . It is noticeable that the results are competitions with the earlier reports. The comparisons of results are evident that the proposed approach offers the solution and which has close agreement with the λ-iteration method.
Case II: Eleven unit system
The particulars of cost coefficients, emission coefficients and minimum and maximum generations of eleven unit sample system are given in the literature [18] . The load is varied from 640 MW to 3570 MW. The optimum generations for each load have been determined from the initial state variables by sequential approach. The optimum generations, emissions and total fuel cost for various load demands from 1000 MW to 2500 MW are presented in Table 4 . The results are compared with λ-iteration method [15] , Recursive method [15] , Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [18] , Differential Evolution (DE) [18] and Simplified Recursive (SR) method [18] and the comparisons are tabulated in Tables 5 and 6 . From these comparisons of results, it is clear that the proposed approach yields the solutions that are accordance with the solutions by λ-iteration method.
For most of the load demands, the proposed method yields better results and they are in good agreement with the existing methods. The economic and environmental dispatch is conflicting multiobjective problem when the fuel cost increases the emission level decreases and hence in vice versa. As per the above statement, for some load conditions, there is a slight deviation in cost and emission with respect to the other existing methods.
The computational time of the proposed approach for various test systems has been presented in Table 7 . This methodology directly yields the optimum generations for all possible loads in a single execution.
The proposed methodology, SAMF has following merits.
• From these inquiries, this approach has the competence to provide high eminence solution over the existing optimization techniques.
• The performance of the proposed process is independent of the number of generating units in the system hence suitable for system of any size.
• It is a direct method that provides the optimal solution for all achievable load demands in a single run.
• The computational procedure is minimal. Table 5 Total fuel cost comparison of Case II Table 6 Total emission comparison of Case II 
CONCLUSION
This paper presents a new methodology, sequential approach with a matrix frame work for solving emission constrained economic dispatch of thermal units. The multiobjective optimization problem has been converted into a single objective optimization problem by introducing the price penalty factor. In this article maximum price penalty factor is considered as it offers a high-quality solution for emission restricted less cost condition. The minimum generations are treated as initial state variables and the load is increased from minimum to maximum technical limit of the system. It is a direct method that affords the optimal generations dispatch for all achievable load demand of the system in single execution. The performance of the proposed methodology is validated with two standard test systems. The simulation results reveal that the proposed approach has competence to offer the high quality solution and the search process is independent of the system size hence the proposed SAMF is suitable for system of any size.
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